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ABSTRACT 
 
We describe the active support system for the 8.4 m LBT primary mirrors and the use of this system to optimize the 
mirror figure in the lab before installation in the telescope. We figured the mirror, mounted on passive supports, to an 
accuracy of 18 nm rms surface after subtraction of spherical aberration and several flexible bending modes that would be 
corrected with the active supports. After installing the mirror on its active supports, we optimized the 160 support forces 
based on interferometric wavefront measurements and a finite-element model of mirror bending. We verified the 
accuracy of the model and determined a scale factor—the model is stiffer than the real mirror—by measuring a number 
of bending modes using forces calculated from the model. We then optimized the forces to obtain an accuracy of 28 nm 
rms surface. The optimization included correcting 200 nm of spherical aberration (Zernike coefficient of surface error) 
with a maximum correction force of 26 N. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The Large Binocular Telescope1,2, located on Mt. Graham in southeastern Arizona, will have two 8.4 m primary 
mirrors on a common mount. The first mirror is installed in the telescope, while the second is being polished as of June 
2004. They are honeycomb sandwich mirrors, cast and polished at the Steward Observatory Mirror Lab. They are 
lightweighted by a factor of 5, giving them excellent stiffness and thermal response. At f/1.14 they are the fastest mirrors 
in a large telescope and give the LBT a short, stiff structure and a compact enclosure. 

The stiff mirrors are relatively insensitive to errors in support forces, but they still benefit from active correction 
to control the most flexible bending modes. As we discovered with the first LBT mirror, it is also a great advantage to be 
able to correct up to a few hundred nm of 3rd-order spherical aberration. One of the greatest challenges in making a 
mirror with a focal ratio near 1 is measuring its conic constant, i. e., the spherical aberration. We had a measurement 
uncertainty of about 200 parts per million (ppm) in conic constant, about twice our goal. In addition, the spherical 
aberration changed significantly after the completion of polishing, possibly due to a change in the thermal environment. 
Fortunately, we showed that we can correct spherical aberration at the level of its uncertainty with modest changes in 
support forces (a few percent of the nominal forces). The precise error in spherical aberration will not be known until the 
wavefront is measured in the telescope, but we know that we can adjust the shape of the primary mirror to eliminate it. 

The next section defines notation used in the paper. Section 3 describes the fabrication process and method of 
measurement. Section 4 describes the active support system and the optimization of support forces in the lab. Section 5 
gives the results for the finished mirror on the active support, in terms of figure accuracy and image quality. Section 6 
presents conclusions. 

2. NOTATION 
 

Throughout this paper, mirror figure errors are given as surface displacement rather than wavefront error. 
Values quoted for aberrations are the Zernike polynomial coefficients, and the polynomials are normalized to a value of 
±1 at the edge of the mirror. Amplitudes of bending modes are quoted as rms surface displacement. 

Ground-based Telescopes, ed. J. M. Oschmann and M. Tarenghi, Proc. SPIE 5489 (2004). 



3. FABRICATION AND TESTING 
3.1 Method of fabrication 

The fabrication process has been described previously.3,4 Briefly, we formed the honeycomb sandwich mirror 
blank by spin-casting Ohara E6 borosilicate glass in a ceramic fiber mold. We used a numerically controlled mill to grind 
the mirror to the final dimensions and an accuracy of about 10 µm rms. We ground and polished the rear surface flat, and 
bonded the fixtures that interface to the 160 support actuators. Most of the fixtures are two- or three-point loadspreaders, 
giving a density of 8 support points per square meter. 

For loose-abrasive grinding and polishing, we used a polishing tool whose shape is actively controlled to match 
the varying curvature of the aspheric optical surface. This stressed lap, shown in Figure 1, was designed for the highly 
aspheric surfaces of fast primary mirrors. The lap consists of an aluminum plate 1.5 m in diameter and 50 mm thick, with 
18 moment-generating actuators around its perimeter to bend it elastically. Three more actuators apply lifting forces 
normal to the plate to control polishing pressure and pressure gradients. The bending actuators are programmed to make 
the lap shape match the ideal parabolic mirror surface at all times, while the lifting actuators can be used to vary the 
pressure in proportion to the surface error and to balance forces when the lap extends over the edge of the mirror. 

 

 
Figure 1. Stressed-lap polishing of the LBT mirror. The lap bends continuously to match the local curvature of the mirror surface. 

 
The plate is stiff enough to provide strong passive smoothing of surface errors with amplitudes of 10 nm or 

more, on spatial scales up to 20-30 cm. We addressed large-scale axisymmetric figure errors by varying the lap’s dwell 
time and rotation rate as a function of its radial position on the mirror. We addressed both symmetric and asymmetric 
figure errors by varying the polishing pressure and pressure gradients. In addition to the stressed lap, we used stiff 
passive laps of 10-40 cm diameter for local figuring. We controlled quilting of the honeycomb structure under polishing 
pressure by applying roughly equal air pressure to the inside of the mirror. 

For polishing and in-process testing, the mirror was supported on a set of 160 passive hydraulic cylinders 
designed to produce the same support forces that will be applied in the telescope when pointing at the zenith (the forces 
calculated to minimize self-weight deflections). While the polishing support forces were monitored and adjusted initially 
to match the telescope support forces, we expected differences between the two sets of support forces on the order of 5 N 
rms, enough to induce significant amounts of astigmatism and a few other flexible bending modes. Knowing that these 
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modes would be corrected by the active support system, with similarly small forces, we ignored them up to limited 
magnitudes during the polishing process. 

We used a 10.6 µm phase-shifting interferometer to measure during loose-abrasive grinding and the early stages 
of polishing. We used a 633 nm phase-shifting interferometer to guide the final figuring and assess the finished mirror, 
both on the polishing support and later after installing the mirror in its active telescope support cell. Both interferometers 
are placed near the mirror’s center of curvature and use refractive null lenses to compensate for the mirror’s asphericity 
of 1.38 mm peak-to-valley. Each null lens is a substantial optical system. The 633 nm null lens is 1.6 m long from the 
point source formed by the interferometer to the paraxial center of curvature, and has high-quality lenses 220 mm and 
290 mm in diameter.  

The inside of the mirror is instrumented with 64 thermocouples that we used to monitor the temperature 
distribution, in particular to establish that the mirror was in equilibrium at the time of figure measurements. The mirror 
developed substantial gradients due to evaporative cooling during each polishing run. With ventilation across the rear 
faceplate, the gradients decayed to an acceptable 0.1 K across any dimension within 15 hours. For critical measurements 
following the last 10-15 polishing runs, we waited 36 hours before measuring. Each measurement is an average of 60-90 
individual maps. The largest random error is seeing, i. e. temperature variations in the air, and this error averages down 
to about 10 nm rms. 

We saw variations in certain low-order aberrations from day to day, at levels far too large to be related to 
polishing or measurement error. Astigmatism, by far the most flexible bending mode, varied by up to 400 nm. This 
change could be produced by an astigmatic pattern of support force errors of less than 2 N rms, or a random pattern on 
the order of 20 N rms, or by temperature gradients. More surprisingly, we occasionally saw changes in spherical 
aberration of up to 150 nm (equivalent to 67 nm rms). These may have been related to temperature gradients in the 
mirror, but our temperature measurements indicated gradients far too small to explain the figure change. We were unable 
to explain the changes in spherical aberration, and simply identified them as errors that might need to be corrected by the 
active supports, first in the lab and later in the telescope. 

3.2 Figuring results 
The mirror figure at the completion of polishing is shown in Figure 2. Aberrations corresponding to the 5 most 

flexible pairs of bending modes were subtracted, and their magnitudes are listed in Table 1. Third-order spherical 
aberration was also subtracted and its magnitude is listed in the table. With these aberrations removed, the rms error is 18 
nm.  

Table 1. Aberrations subtracted from the mirror figure measured with the mirror on passive polishing supports, and corresponding 
bending modes as shown in Figures 3-5. The normalized radius ρ = r/4.2 m. Coefficients for the non-axisymmetric polynomials 
represent the combined cosine and sine terms. 

Zernike polynomial(s) corresponding mode(s) coefficient (nm) 
2(cos,sin)2ρ θ  1, 2 66 
3(cos,sin)3ρ θ  3, 4 51 

4 26 6ρ ρ− +1 5 -154 
4(cos,sin)4ρ θ  6, 7 31 

5 3(10 12 3 )(cos,sin)ρ ρ ρ− + θ  8, 9 9 
4 2(4 3 )(cos,sin)2ρ ρ θ−  10, 11 45 

 
The spherical aberration in the measurement shown here was exceptionally large, not typical of measurements 

made around the same time. Subsequent measurements made over a period of 6 months, however, also showed large 
amounts of negative spherical aberration. Our original goal was to control the mirror’s conic constant within 100 ppm, 
equivalent to 92 nm of spherical aberration. We relaxed this goal in light of the inconsistent measurements and 
uncertainty in the null lens (to be discussed below). A conic error of several hundred ppm is easily corrected with the 
active supports, as shown in Section 4.  
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Figure 2. Mirror figure at the completion of polishing, with the mirror mounted on the passive polishing support. Aberrations which 
have been subtracted are listed in Table 1. The rms error is 18 nm. The gray bar is labeled in nm. 

Table 1 also lists the bending modes corresponding to each of the aberrations that were subtracted. Calculation 
and measurement of these modes are described in Section 4. Like the Zernike polynomials, non-axisymmetric modes 
come in pairs with even and odd symmetry about the x axis. They are ordered from most flexible (astigmatism) to 
stiffest. 

3.3 Measurement uncertainty 
The interferometer and null lens must produce a template wavefront that is extremely smooth on small scales 

and matches the shape of the ideal parabolic mirror surface to an accuracy on the order of 100 nm on the largest scales. 
Large-scale errors on that order will be corrected in the telescope with the active optics system. The most challenging 
aberration to control is 3rd-order spherical, because of the large amount (0.92 mm) produced by the null lens. Spherical 
aberration is equivalent to an error in conic constant. Our goal for the LBT mirror was to measure the conic constant to 
an accuracy of 100 ppm. To achieve this accuracy, radii and spacings of the null lens’s elements would have to be 
controlled to as little as 30 ppm. We determined that a combination of phase-measuring interferometers, distance-
measuring interferometers, and a coordinate-measuring machine could meet the tolerances, and used these to assemble 
the null lens. But it is essential to have a means of verifying the wavefront produced by the null lens directly. 

We have developed two methods of verifying the accuracy of the null lenses. Both work by mimicking a perfect 
primary mirror, that is, they send light back through the null lens as a perfect primary would. The more accurate method 
is a computer-generated hologram which, when placed at the mirror’s paraxial center of curvature (a few cm below the 
null lens), diffracts light back through the null lens.5 The second method works in the same way but by reflection from a 
diamond-turned aspheric mirror.6 Neither method can match the small-scale accuracy of the null lens, but the hologram 
is expected to be more accurate on large scales, while the diamond-turned mirror provides a valuable cross-check. Both 
tests are independent of the null lens; the designs of the hologram and diamond-turned mirror are based on the primary 
mirror, without reference to the null lens.  

The accuracy of the hologram depends on the figure of its nominally flat surface and, most critically, on the 
positions of the rings that compose its diffraction grating. The 53,757 rings require a position accuracy of about 0.1 µm 
rms on small scales and 2 µm over the full 208 mm diameter. Our tolerance analysis, based on measurements of a 
number of holograms, predicts that the hologram is more accurate than the null lens on large scales, so it is used to 
calibrate the null lens. We use the interferometer and null lens to measure the wavefront diffracted by the hologram, and 
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assume that large-scale errors in this wavefront represent errors in the interferometer and null lens. We form a smooth 
polynomial representation of the measured error and use it as a reference wavefront that is subtracted from every 
measurement of the primary mirror. This corrected measurement of the primary should have the small-scale accuracy of 
the null lens and the large-scale accuracy of the hologram.  

For the LBT measurement, we had problems calibrating the null lens and never achieved consistency between 
the hologram and the null lens at the expected level. We had no reliable calibration at the time polishing was completed, 
so we figured the mirror based on the null lens as we continued the effort to calibrate it. The measurement shown in 
Figure 2 has no correction for errors in the null lens. Subsequent investigation quantified the discrepancy between the 
null lens and the hologram. We concluded that the null lens probably contains errors of approximately 40 nm 3rd-order 
spherical aberration and an additional 25 nm rms, with a small probability that the error in spherical is as large as 120 
nm. If we correct the mirror figure measured at the completion of polishing, based on our best estimate of errors in the 
null lens, the rms error increases from 18 nm to 29 nm. 

 The discrepancy between the null lens and the hologram was in the 3rd- and 5th-order spherical aberrations. All 
other aberrations, including higher-order spherical terms, agreed within expected uncertainties. Table 2 lists the 
magnitudes of these aberrations in the figure at the completion of polishing for two cases, depending on whether we trust 
the hologram or the null lens. In both cases the 3rd-order spherical aberration is outside the tolerance of ±92 nm. The 
value inferred from the null lens is even more negative than the original measurement because subsequent measurements 
of the null lens showed that some of its internal dimensions were outside their tolerances. 

Table 2. Spherical aberration terms in the mirror figure at the completion of polishing, for 2 cases. The normalized radius ρ = r/4.2 m. 

coefficient (nm) aberration Zernike polynomial 
trust hologram trust null lens 

3rd-order spherical 4 26 6ρ ρ 1− +  -110 -270 

5th-order spherical 6 4 220 30 12 1ρ ρ ρ− + −  40 -30 
 

The mirror would produce excellent images if the original measurements showing 18 nm rms error were 
correct. We also calculated the image quality for the two cases listed in Table 2. We determined that in all cases the 
mirror would meet its goal of having a negligible impact on image quality in 0.25 arcsecond FWHM seeing. We decided 
to proceed with integration of the mirror and its active support cell. With uncertainties in the spherical aberrations terms 
being larger than we had expected, it was important to show that we could correct up to about 400 nm of 3rd-order 
spherical and about 80 nm of 5th-order spherical. As long as this is true, we can use the active supports to eliminate any 
significant wavefront error we might measure in the telescope. 

4. INTEGRATION AND SUPPORT OPTIMIZATION 
4.1 Active support system 

The mirror is supported at 160 locations. Axial forces are applied at all locations and lateral forces are also 
applied at 108 locations. The actuators apply forces to the flat back plate of the mirror through the loadspreaders. Each 
actuator is push-pull, containing two opposed pneumatic cylinders with load cells. The system provides an astatic 
flotation support, with forces independent of small displacements of the mirror and automatically distributed in fixed 
proportion among the actuators.7 Six hard points define the mirror position without taking significant loads. Each hard 
point contains a load cell and the six force readings provide feedback to an outer (high-level) control loop that adjusts all 
the actuator forces to minimize the six hard-point forces. The hard-point forces are resolved into three net forces and 
three net moments. Each resolved component has a corresponding set of axial and lateral support forces that compensates 
it with minimal effect on the mirror figure.  

This synthetic flotation system represents a mode of active optics that is open-loop in the sense that it does not 
use feedback from a wavefront sensor. It distributes forces to resist gravity, telescope acceleration and wind, based on 
feedback from the hard-point load cells. The bandwidth for this distribution of forces over the 160 actuators is about 1 
Hz. (A faster inner loop runs for each actuator, using its load cell as feedback to keep its force at the value set by the 
outer loop.) Disturbances at frequencies above 1 Hz are resisted directly by the hard points, causing insignificant rigid-
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body motion and figure errors. Closed-loop active optics, with wavefront feedback, will be used as frequently as 
necessary to maintain an accurate figure. The LBT secondary mirrors are adaptive with 672 actuators controlling a 1.6-
mm-thick glass shell. Corrections will initially be made with the adaptive secondaries, but slowly varying errors can be 
off-loaded to the active primary mirror support in order to reduce the stroke and force of the secondary mirror’s 
actuators. 

4.2 Laboratory optimization of support forces 
We installed the mirror in its active telescope support cell in September 2003. The active support system 

operated exactly as it does in the telescope, but the mirror was zenith-pointing so lateral forces were very small. We first 
measured the mirror with the nominal set of axial forces for zenith pointing. The result was a substantial figure error of 
180 nm rms including 340 nm of astigmatism and 210 nm of 3rd-order spherical aberration. With these aberrations 
subtracted the residual error was 83 nm rms. Much of this error results from small differences between the telescope 
support forces and the polishing forces, while some, especially the spherical aberration, may be related to a change in the 
thermal environment. 

All measurements with the mirror on the active support system were corrected by subtracting the reference 
wavefront measured with the hologram. The optimized mirror figure is therefore based on the assumption that the 
hologram is correct. As we discussed in Section 3.3, this introduces a small amount of 3rd-order spherical aberration and 
an additional 25 nm rms residual error. We rely on the active support system to correct these errors, and incomplete 
correction will increase the figure error. We must also show that we can adjust the 3rd- and 5th-order spherical aberration 
terms sufficiently to compensate any likely error in the hologram, as well as changes in the mirror figure when it goes 
into the telescope environment.  

To optimize the forces in the active support, we used the same technique used previously for the MMT and 
Magellan mirrors.8,9 The optimization is based on the set of actuator influence functions calculated by finite-element 
analysis. An influence function is the shape change due to a unit force at one actuator, and can be viewed as a vector of 
mirror surface displacements of length N, where N is the number of sample points on the mirror surface. We used a 
square grid with 0.2 m spacing, giving . Each influence function forms one column of the interaction matrix A 
that maps a vector of actuator forces f to a vector of mirror surface displacements z, 

1380N =
Af z= . The influence functions 

were defined to have no net force or moment; the influence function of actuator i  is calculated by giving a unit force to 
actuator i and adding to all actuators a set of forces that cancels the net force and moment. The compensating force 
patterns are approximately the same patterns used by the outer loop of the active support system, so we can ignore the 
compensation when we calculate correction forces, and is automatically applied when the correction forces are applied to 
the mirror.  

Fitting the influence functions to the measured surface error is equivalent to solving the equation Af z=  for f. 
We use singular-value decomposition (SVD) of the interaction matrix, factoring it into three matrices that represent a set 
of orthogonal displacement vectors (the bending modes), a corresponding set of orthogonal actuator force vectors (the 
modal force vectors), and a corresponding set of mode strengths. The strength, or flexibility, of each mode is expressed 
as the ratio of rms surface deflection to rms actuator force. This method has the advantage that we can choose the 
number of modes used in the solution. Using all the modes results in large correction forces as the actuators attempt to 
correct every feature down to the scale of the actuator spacing, about 0.6 m. It is better to correct a limited number of 
modes, because the most flexible modes tend to dominate the surface error and can be corrected with the smallest forces. 
In addition to correcting whichever modes are present in the mirror figure with significant amplitudes, it was important 
to show that we could correct modes that accurately represent the 3rd- and 5th-order spherical aberrations whose 
amplitudes would remain uncertain until a wavefront measurement is made in the telescope. 

Small changes in the alignment of the interferometer with respect to the mirror cause tilt, focus and coma. 
While tilt is not related to mirror bending, focus and coma are, and a single measurement cannot distinguish between 
misalignment and a parabolic or comatic deflection of the mirror. Because of this ambiguity, we do not measure 
parabolic and comatic bending as accurately as we measure other bending modes. In addition, focus and coma will be 
corrected in the telescope by moving the secondary mirror rather than bending the primary. We chose to ignore focus and 
coma in the optimization and analysis presented here, with certain exceptions noted below. We subtracted focus and 
coma from the calculated influence functions and from every measurement. This subtraction has a significant effect on 
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the bending modes, and means that the physical change in mirror shape may be very different from the modes shown in 
Section 4.3. We address this issue below with respect to the axisymmetric modes. 

4.3 Measured bending modes 
As part of the optimization process, we measured a number of the bending modes and compared them with the 

calculated modes. We took the modal force vectors obtained from SVD of the calculated interaction matrix, and applied 
them to the mirror with an amplitude that would give a significant deflection while limiting the maximum force change 
to about 250 N. We then measured the change in mirror figure with the interferometer. For each measured mode, we 
applied a sequence of positive and negative modal force vectors in the order + − − +  so as to minimize sensitivity to drift 
in any aspect of the system. We obtained 30 measurements with each force vector in the sequence, and typically threw 
out a few of these due to obvious measurement errors. The measured mode is the difference between the average figure 
with the +  force vector and the average figure with the −  force vector. Based on inspection of the individual 
measurements, the error in the measured mode is about 20 nm rms. This is a small fraction of the measured mode. 

Figures 3-6 show the calculated and measured modes. They are ordered from most flexible (astigmatism) to 
stiffest. We measured the first two axisymmetric modes (modes 5 and 18) and one of each of the first eight pairs of non-
axisymmetric modes. The images of the calculated modes do not quite cover the full circular aperture because of the 0.2 
m grid spacing used for the calculation.  

Table 3 shows the measured and calculated flexibility of each mode, and the degree of agreement between the 
measured and calculated modes. For each mode, it lists the rms deflection in the measured mode, in the calculated mode, 
and in the projection of the measured mode onto the calculated mode. The projection is a measure of the amount of the 
calculated mode present in the measured mode. The table also lists the residual error after fitting and subtracting the 
calculated mode from the measured mode.  

Table 3. Comparison of calculated and measured deflections for bending modes. 

mode force calculated 
deflection 

measured 
deflection 

projected 
deflection 

residual 
deflection 

calculated 
flexibility 

measured 
flexibility 

ratio of 
flexibilities

 N rms nm rms nm rms nm rms nm rms nm / N nm / N  
1 5 580 678 677 32 116 135 1.17 
3 30 597 661 660 33 19.9 22.0 1.11 
5 60 606 615 605 108 10.1 10.1 1.00 
6 85 581 635 632 55 6.84 7.44 1.09 
8 65 289 312 307 55 4.45 4.72 1.06 

10 140 568 630 621 102 4.05 4.44 1.10 
13 100 301 315 314 30 3.01 3.14 1.04 
15 100 189 208 203 44 1.89 2.03 1.07 
16 100 167 173 170 33 1.67 1.70 1.02 
18 100 143 136 130 39 1.43 1.30 0.91 

 

The shapes of the measured modes agree very well with the calculated modes. There is a systematic difference 
in amplitude, with the measured modes being about 6% larger on average. This indicates that the model is too stiff. We 
do not know the reason for the discrepancy, but we simply scale the model results to match the measurements. 

The first two axisymmetric modes, 5 and 18, closely resemble 3rd-order and 5th-order spherical aberration. They 
are easily corrected at the level of the uncertainty in the mirror figure. If we include real changes in the mirror figure and 
errors in the measurement, the maximum errors we might need to correct with significant probability are 400 nm of 3rd-
order spherical (180 nm rms) and 80 nm of 5th-order (30 nm rms). Table 3 shows that these extreme corrections could be 
made with forces of 18 N rms for 3rd-order spherical and 23 N rms for 5th-order. These are small fractions of the nominal 
actuator forces at zenith, which range from 450 N to 1280 N. 
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Figure 3. Calculated deflections (left) and measured deflections (right) for bending modes 1, 3, 5 and 6. Gray bars are labeled in nm.  
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Figure 4. Calculated deflections (left) and measured deflections (right) for bending modes 8, 10, 13 and 15. Gray bars are labeled in 
nm. 
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Figure 5. Calculated deflections (left) and measured deflections (right) for bending modes 16 and 18. Gray bars are labeled in nm. 

 
The modes that resemble spherical aberrations are relatively flexible largely because focus is not constrained. 

The algorithm finds the combination of focus and each spherical term that is most easily produced, i. e., the combination 
with the largest ratio of spherical aberration to force. We must confirm that the change in focus is not large enough to 
require a significant displacement of the secondary mirror or change in the plate scale. In order to confirm that this is the 
case, we measured the change in focus associated with modes 5 and 18. Table 4 lists the amounts of focus and the first 
two spherical aberrations in modes 5 and 18. For the 3rd- and 5th-order spherical aberration that we may need to induce, 
the focus change is less than 1 µm (2 µm peak-to-valley). This is equivalent to a 42 µm change in focal length, well 
inside the 0.25 mm uncertainty in focal length, so it is insignificant. 

Table 4. Symmetric Zernike polynomials in the first two symmetric bending modes. The normalized radius ρ = r/4.2 m. These are 
based on the same measurements as Table 3, but the rms deflections listed in Table 3 do not include focus. 

coefficient (nm) aberration Zernike polynomial 
mode 5 mode 18 

focus 22 1ρ −  3440 2780 

3rd-order spherical 4 26 6ρ ρ 1− +  1460 -40 

5th-order spherical 6 4 220 30 12 1ρ ρ ρ− + −  -490 -370 
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5. RESULTS OF OPTIMIZATION 
5.1 Figure accuracy 

Figure 6 shows the mirror figure obtained by optimizing the support forces. The optimization shown used 43 
bending modes with extreme correction forces of –89 N and 68 N, and gave an accuracy of 28 nm rms. The correction 
includes 200 nm of 3rd-order spherical aberration, which alone requires a maximum correction force of 26 N.  

 

 
Figure 6. Optimized figure with mirror on active support. The rms error is 28 nm. Only alignment aberrations (focus and coma) have 
been subtracted. The gray bar is labeled in nm. 

We also optimized with different numbers of modes. The results are listed in Table 5, with and without 
subtracting the slight residual astigmatism, which is a combination of measurement error (seeing) and drift in the support 
system and temperature distribution in the mirror. This astigmatism is not relevant to the performance of the system in 
the telescope. Any of these optimizations would work as a starting point for optimizing in the telescope. We are using the 
26-mode correction, as the slight improvement in figure accuracy obtained with more modes probably does not warrant 
the increase in correction forces. 

Table 5. Figure accuracy and extreme forces for three different orders of correction. 

rms error (nm) extreme forces (N) number of 
modes 

corrected 
no synthetic 
correction 

astigmatism 
subtracted minimum maximum 

26 33 28 -56 55 
43 28 27 -89 68 
51 27 25 -113 81 

 
The figure achieved on the active support system includes residual polishing errors (those shown in Figure 2) 

and imperfect correction of low-order bending modes (which are subtracted precisely in Figure 2). It also includes the 
errors in the null lens identified after completion of polishing. These null lens errors appear when the reference 
wavefront measured with the hologram is subtracted from the measured figure. While low-order aberrations in this 
reference wavefront are corrected with the actuators, some high-order aberrations are not well corrected. The figure 
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obtained on the active support (28 nm rms) is similar to the figure at the completion of polishing if the reference 
wavefront is subtracted (29 nm rms after synthetic correction of low-order errors). 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
 

We polished the first LBT primary mirror to an accuracy of 18 nm rms after synthetic correction of low-order 
errors. We integrated the mirror and its active support cell and physically corrected the figure, including a substantial 
amount of 3rd-order spherical aberration, to achieve an accuracy of 28 nm rms for the mirror and support system. This 
system will produce excellent images in the telescope. 
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